1. Print the booklet double sided.

2. If you print on A4 paper you will get two A5 booklets. You can also choose in your printer settings to print on A3 paper which will give you two A4 booklets if you are wanting something larger.

3. Once you’ve printed out the pages, cut along the solid black line.

4. Use the scenario guide to keep track of which story lines you have read with your students.
   - There are 15 possible story lines that lead to 9 different endings.

5. Before reading, answer the questions on page 1 (refer to the page number marked at the bottom of each page).

6. Pages 2–4 & 23 can be used as extra or early finisher activities.

7. The questions in the booklet have been designed to be answered after finishing a story line, that way you know which ending number to go to in the booklet.

8. When you see a question with this symbol * it means that the children may only be able to answer this question if it was a part of the story line chosen.

9. It is up to you whether the students complete the activities independently or guided by the teacher.
### Possible Story Lines

#### Book Ending 1
- Eat the pancakes on the alphabet plate?
- Tell Charlie that isn’t nice?
- Help the girl up?

#### Book Ending 2
- Yell until he gets the ninja plate?
- Knock the race car set down?
- Grab the controller out of Charlie’s hands?

#### Book Ending 3
- Eat the pancakes on the alphabet plate?
- Tell Charlie that isn’t nice?
- Help the girl up?
- Yell at the girl for spilling his last cup?

#### Book Ending 4
- Yell until he gets the ninja plate?
- Knock the race car set down?
- Wait until Charlie is done with his game?
- Push Charlie down?

#### Book Ending 5
- Eat the pancakes on the alphabet plate?
- Tell Charlie that isn’t nice?
- Stomp really hard on Charlie’s foot?
- Clean up the lemonade?
- Share some of his ice cream with Charlie?
- Refuse to clean up until he gets new shoes?
- Sneak some chocolate from the pantry?

#### Book Ending 6
- Eat the pancakes on the alphabet plate?
- Tell Charlie how cool his new shoes are?
- Eat his ice cream quickly before Charlie can ask for some?
- Yell until he gets the ninja plate?
- Find a way to play with Charlie?
- Find a way to play with Oreo together?

#### Book Ending 7
- Yell until he gets the ninja plate?
- Knock the race car set down?
- Wait until Charlie is done with his game?
- Find a way they can play with Oreo together?

#### Book Ending 8
- Yell until he gets the ninja plate?
- Find a way to play with Charlie?
- Yell at his mom for not buying him new shoes?
- Refuse to clean up until he gets new shoes?
- Sneak some chocolate from the pantry?

#### Book Ending 9
- Eat the pancakes on the alphabet plate?
- Stomp really hard on Charlie’s foot?
- Refuse to clean up the lemonade?
- Ask Mommy for a snack?
- Ask Mommy for a snack?